
READ INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY!
Not following these instructions can result in damage to your sportgrip.
COVERS TORN DURING INSTALLATION ARE NOT COVERED UNDER FACTORY WARRANTY.
**Warm this cover before installing! 

There are several methods to warm your SportGrip.
• Leave opened SportGrip cover on the dashboard in direct sunlight until cover is warm to touch.
• If weather is cold, place cover over the defroster vent on the dashboard on high heat

until cover is warm to the touch.
• Use a hair dryer to apply hot air to the cover until it is warm to the touch.
**DO NOT USE YOUR FINGERTIPS INSIDE TO STRETCH COVER OVER STEERING WHEEL.
1. Place cover over the top of your
steering wheel. Seam should be
toward the bottom of the wheel.
2. Insert your hands in between the
steering wheel and the cover. Your
knuckles should be touching the
cover and the palm side of your
hand should be touching the steering
wheel.
3. Slide your hands toward the
bottom of the steering wheel until you
get some good resistance then stop.
Move your hands up and down the
steering wheen SLOWLY stretching the
cover a little more each time until it slips
over the bottom of the wheel.

• Do not unravel lace as you wrap. Remove one section at a time from gathering.
• As you wrap cover, stretch lace approximately 25%.
• Sport Grip Size C may overlap on thinner steering wheels. For proper installation,

make sure to pull tight, overlap material and lace repeatedly.

SEAM
at Bottom
of Wheel

Slide hands under cover.

SPECIAL NOTE: Due to manufacturing techniques, some SPORT GRIPS have an opposite wrapping 
pattern than that shown in steps 2-5. Some wrap clockwise as in example “A” below. Some wrap 
counterclockwise as in example “B”. After placing your SPORT GRIP over steering wheel, look at the 
examples below and notice in which direction the wrapping guide runs on your particular SPORT GRIP.

Now continue with steps 2-5 keeping in mind that you may have to wrap your wheel in the opposite 
direction than that shown in the illustration, depending on the direction of your wrapping guide.
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Position lace at
bottom of wheel
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Stretch SPORT GRIP over wheel with 
lace in position as shown.  Overlap 
edges - tucking back edge under the 
front edge as you lace.
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Stretch lace firmly as you wrap around 
wheel. Use non-perforated areas as 
your wrapping guide.
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Under the last winding, insert as shown. 
Repeat operation on the next to last winding, 
as shown in illustration number 5.

4 SPORT GRIP SIZE C may overlap on thinner 
steering wheels. For proper installation, make 
sure to pull tight, overlap material and lace 
repeatedly.
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®

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING: This product contains chemicals known to the State of 
California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. 

Discover various steering wheels in our online store.

https://www.carid.com/superior-automotive/
https://www.carid.com/steering-wheels.html



